### CONTROL PANEL ASSEMBLY

#### REF NO. | PART NO. | DESCRIPTION | REMARKS | QTY | RANK
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
10 | V415700 | Control Panel Assembly | | | 
20 | V415700 | Cover (B) | | | 
30 | V415700 | P/G Cover | | | 
31 | AS Angle, Bracket | K-4A | | | 
32 | EP6022A | Bird Head Tapping Screw-5 | 3.00X MFZ2BBL | 2 | 01
33 | V852200 | Screw | 3.00X MFZ2BBL | 2 | 01
34 | VS63200 | Flat Head Screw | 3.00X MFZ2BBL | 3 | 01
35 | | Circuit Board Assembly | | | 
40a | V357600 | Circuit Board | PB | | 
40b | V4152900 | Push Button | M2G | | 
40c | V4152700 | Push Button | M2B | | 
40d | V4152600 | Push Button | M1B | | 
40e | V8645900 | Switch Knob | L5B | | 
40g | V865000 | Switch Knob | L3B | | 
40h | V865000 | Switch Knob | L1B | | 
40i | V865000 | Switch Knob | L5G | | 
40j | V865000 | Switch Knob | L3G | | 
40k | V865000 | Switch Knob | L1G | | 
45 | P6004300 | Cord Holder | LWS-IS | | 
50 | | Circuit Board Assembly | RV | | 
50b | V4152800 | Push Button | M1G | | 
52 | EP60023B | Bird Head Tapping Screw-B | 3.00X MFZ2BBL | 10 | 01
54 | CB282900 | Cord Binder | S-1AZ | | 
60 | | Display Assembly | | | 
60a | V415900 | LCD Assembly | | | 
60b | EP60022B | LCD Support Angle | 3.00X MFZ2BBL | 3 | 01
60c | | LCD Spacer | | | 
60l | | Switch Bracket | 3.6 | | 
92 | EP60028B | Bird Head Tapping Screw-B | 3.00X MFZ2BBL | 2 | 01
98a | V382500 | SM Escutcheon | K-CB | | 
98b | V357700 | Circuit Board | SM | | 
99a | EP60015B | Bird Head Tapping Screw-B | 3.00X MFZ2BBL | | 
99b | EP60015B | Bird Head Tapping Screw-B | 3.00X MFZ2BBL | | 
99c | | Flat Cable Clamp | F-3CM | | 
100 | | Wheel Assembly | | | 
102 | EP60023B | Bird Head Tapping Screw-B | 3.00X MFZ2BBL | 4 | 01
105 | CB089250 | Cord Holder | BK-1 | | 
110 | | Connector Assembly | | | 
120 | | Connector Assembly | 1HP-400 KRD-KRD | | 
130 | | Connector Assembly | BP-400 KRD-KRD | | 
140 | | Connector Assembly | BP-400 KRD-KRD | | 
150 | | Connector Assembly | 7P-700 KRD-KRD | | 
160 | | Connector Assembly | 4P-400(S)KRD-KRD | | 
170 | | Connector Assembly | 5P-500(S) JK-MVR | | 
180 | | Connector Assembly | 5P-800 KRD-KRD | | 
190 | | Connector Assembly | 3P-300 KRD-KRD | | 
191 | | FPC Cable Assembly | P=1.0L-26-430 | | 
196 | V355100 | Hinge | 1.6 MFZ2BL-V | | 
198 | EP64041B | Bird Head Tapping Screw-B | 3.00X MFZ2BL | | 
200 | | LCD Cover | | | 
202 | V3877700 | Knob | | | 
210 | V3867900 | Knob | | | 
220 | VM80300 | Knob | | | 

**New Parts**

- RANK: Japan only

---

See page 5.